
"If you are supporting online instructors or responsible for developing online programming, 
this course provides an essential foundation." 

Tara Penner, Associate Chair, NorQuest College, Edmonton, AB
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How did the program help you in your position/career?  
The program was invaluable for supporting my current position as 
direct supervisor of second language online and hybrid 
programming.  I needed to implement e-standards in our 
programming.  Understanding the theoretical framework, or why, is 
essential.

To whom and why you would recommend the program?
I believe that all of our online instructors should take this course. 
About half of our current instructors have taken courses at OLC, but 
really all should.

How did you hear about the OLC/SUNY Instructional Designer 
Certificate Program?  
A few of my colleagues took the Instructional Designer Certificate Program and the 
Online Teaching Certificate Program. OLC programs were highly recommended.  

Why did you choose the OLC/SUNY Instructional Designer Certificate 
Program?
I have a strong background in education, educational psychology, and second 
language acquisition but no online training.  It is really important to understand the 
theoretical framework for online instructional design and interactions, in order to 
develop and support programming. 
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